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Editorial 
 
In case you’re wondering where the April issue went to9. It’s in with the July issue. I 

decided to cut the Gordian knot and combine the April and July issues. It feels a bit 

like all those countries which lop off a couple of noughts from their currency (France, 

Turkey, the USSR), but at least it means we’re getting closer to something more 

sensible. I’m very grateful for all your contributions and especially fort he quality of 

these contributions, so keep up the good work. The next issue will be in October. 

Please send any items you may have to me by early September. I am confident that 

the October issue will be out on time. If you like, you can start taking bets. 

         Geoff Sammon 

 

Pastoral Letter 

Dear Brothers and Sisters in Christ,  

The UK's Referendum on EU membership is one of the most significant political 

events of our time, for British people and for Europeans more generally. For some it 

is seen as an opportunity, for many others of us it has generated profound feelings of 

sadness, grief and shock. These feelings may exist within the membership of our 

chaplaincies and if so need to be recognised. We encourage you to talk to your 

clergy about what has happened, and to seek mutual support and understanding. 

 We know that many with British connections in our diocese are fearful and 

uncertain about the future. There are concerns about health care, pension rights, 

residence rights, employment rights. In fact none of these rights will change in the 

short to medium term. If the leaving process ('Article 50') is invoked by the UK 

Government this autumn then the arrangements for the UK's future relationship with 

the EU are unlikely to be sorted until the end of 2018. And there are several 

alternative models for a new relationship. Those of us with influence can do what we 

can to keep the situation of those UK nationals who are relatively vulnerable in the 

public eye in forums such as General Synod and the House of Lords. Meanwhile we 

encourage an attitude of patience, wisdom and the avoidance of hasty decisions. 

 We have had English-speaking chaplaincies on the European mainland for 

over 400 years. That is not going to change, and the Church of England remains fully 

committed to this her Diocese in Europe. Our ecumenical partners have reacted with 
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dismay to the UK's referendum result. It is now more important than ever that we 

reassure our brother and sister Christians at a local level of our unwavering 

commitment to our partnership with them. We believe it is also right that our churches 

re-double their efforts to demonstrate the unity which transcends national and 

political boundaries, and their social commitment to the places and projects in which 

they are involved locally.          

 One of the least attractive features of the Referendum campaign has been the 

intolerance - racism even - that it has seemed to encourage. This is a worrying 

feature of contemporary Europe more generally. So we emphasise that our churches 

are open and inclusive places where all are welcome.     

 We exhort you all to pray. Pray for political leaders across Europe as they 

seek to maintain European cohesiveness. Pray that the UK may be a generous and 

outward looking country that contributes to human flourishing around the world. Pray 

also for church leaders that we may enable the Christian family to model that 

harmony and unity which is the vision of God's kingdom, in the midst of a fractured 

world.            

 Faith is the powerful antidote to fear and uncertainty. As Christians, we believe 

in a God who holds the destiny of the nations in his hands. So at an uncertain time in 

Europe's history, we pray for and invoke the providential guiding and leading of God 

in the hearts of us all and upon every nation.  

Yours in Christ,  

 Robert Gibraltar in Europe         David Hamid    July 1st, 2016  
 

That was the week, that was 

I think the name of a groundbreaking satirical BBC TV show of the early 1960s sums 

up the past week. The vote by a small majority of British voters in the UK to leave the 

EU has had a shattering effect on many of us over here, who in the main were 

robbed of any means of affecting the result. After the Easter Rising in Dublin 100 

years ago, W.B. Yeats wrote a poem, Easter 1916, with the leitmotif, ’A terrible 

beauty was born’. By ‘beauty’ he was thinking of the beauty of leaving a state, the 

UK, which had annexed another country against the will of many of its people. By 

‘terrible’ he was referring, among other things, to the methods used to achieve that – 

the killing of Irish policemen, British soldiers, UK citizens from Britain and Ireland.  
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As a comment on last week’s decision what springs to mind is something else: A 

terrible ugliness was born. True, no violence was involved, unless you count the 

uncouth ranting of a beer-swilling ex-stockbroker as violence, or the sly mendacious-

ness of some of the arguments (on both sides), or the crafty jostling for power of an 

intelligent clown. Violence was done to our hopes, correct, but nobody was killed. I 

felt besmirched by a dirty deed. Instead of the UK growing gradually closer to other 

European nations, it’s now joining the small-minded ranks of Nigel Farage, Marine Le 

Pen and Viktor Orbán, absenting itself from the European project that grew out of the 

ruins of Hitler’s war. ‘There’s ane end of ane auld sang,’ as the Earl of Seafield 

famously said when in 1707 a majority of Scottish aristocrats agreed to join a Union 

with England, against the wishes of many of their countrymen. Our European song is 

not as old as the song of an independent Scotland, but it’s worth singing, and by the 

end of that century Scotland was profiting from a Union which had been initially 

unpopular. Ironically it’s now Scotland that wants to remain part of a larger Union, 

despite that Union’s many flaws. 

So what has this to do with an international Anglican community worshipping in Bonn 

and Cologne, many of them not from the UK? A large part of the pro-Brexit rhetoric 

consisted of stoking resentment of immigration from the EU, implying that it is prob-

lematic living with ‘foreigners’. Of course we know from the German experience that 

relations between natives and incomers are not all plain sailing, but last year 

Germany accepted over a million and is coping. The UK had about 350,000 

immigrants, only half from the EU. The Brexiteers have insinuated that by leaving the 

EU the country could cut its immigration substantially. It could, but would it want to? 

Many of these EU immigrants are people like us, who contribute substantially to the 

host country. And why should other EU countries let Brits in if Britain excludes EU 

citizens? The result of this nationalistic rhetoric is now ugly scenes where not only 

Polish immigrants are told to go home, but also the children of immigrants from Asia, 

Africa or elsewhere who grew up in Britain, some of them, ironically, supporters of 

Brexit. A Pandora’s box of hate has been opened up by an ex-stockbroker, an ex-

Mayor and a serving minister, Michael Gove (‘We don’t need experts’). Patriotism, 

the ‘last refuge of a scoundrel’, as Dr. Johnson put it, soon slides down a slippery 

slope into nationalism. Based on our own experience in this Anglican community, 

where we worship together, work together, and just enjoy each others’ company, 
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whatever country we’re from, we know that people are not condemned to this narrow-

mindedness. In 1902 Rudyard Kipling wrote, in his poem Sussex:   

God gave all men all earth to love, 

But since our hearts are small, 

   Ordained for each one spot should prove 

   Belovèd over all 

We rejoice in meeting people on an everyday basis from many different cultures. For 

those of us who were born outside Germany we revel in the experience of a different 

country. Our hearts don’t have to remain small: we may not yet be able to love the 

whole Earth, but many of us can at least say that we love the Rhineland, or Germany, 

or even the diversity of the EU, without losing our love of Sussex (or wherever you’re 

from). That, after all, is what the EU is really about, not about Mammon. 

Postscript: 

As is obvious, the above was written shortly after the Referendum results came out. 

Several weeks later, I am still incensed by the actions of a Tory prime minister who 

risked the UK’s unity and economy to save his party’s unity. Let’s hope we see a lot 

fewer Old Etonians and a lot more like Teresa May in politics in the future. 

Geoff Sammon 

Meet the People 

Who do you think you are? 

I am William Mounsey, a priest of The Scottish Episcopal Church.  I appeared in 

1951 and was brought up in Burns country in South West Scotland.  When I left 

school my family moved to the Highlands, where I worked as a welfare officer in a 

large construction company before going to Aberdeen to study natural sciences.  I 

discovered quickly that science was not for me and transferred to St Andrews to read 

theology, history and psychology.  Following a post-grad year at St Andrews I moved 

to Edinburgh Theological College to study for ordination while undertaking an 

internship as a community development worker in a large Urban Priority Area. 
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After a three year curacy in Edinburgh I had a hankering for something more exciting. 

My father had served in the RAF and this “blue brat” always had one eye on a life in 

the Air Force.  So apart from six years as a parish priest and university chaplain most 

of my ministry has been spent as a Royal Air Force Chaplain including two postings 

in Germany, to Gutersloh and Berlin.   Life and work as an RAF Chaplain was 

endlessly stimulating and fulfilling but perhaps the most satisfying area of my work 

was as Pastor Pastorum – responsible for the pastoral care and spiritual nurture of 

my colleagues and their adult family members. 

Speaking of family – I have two sons.  Jonathan is a primary school teacher and lives 

in Singapore with his wife Celia and their two daughters.  Timothy and Lisa live in the 

Highlands with their three children.   

Since retiring from the RAF in 2006 I have undertaken interim pastorates in a number 

of European Chaplaincies in Spain, Luxembourg, Portugal, Italy and Monaco and, 

when not travelling, work as an associate priest in the Diocese of Edinburgh.  

P.S. The last time I visited this part of Germany was in 1982 to record a series of 

programmes for BFBS - round the corner from All Saints. 

          William Mounsey 
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Military Chaplaincy – A Ministry of Engagement 
 
“Our mission is to represent the Kingdom of God and to promote its values, to meet 
the pastoral, spiritual and moral needs of the whole RAF community and to enable 
that community to practise its various faiths”  Mission Statement of The RAF 
Chaplains’ Branch 
 
‘Do they make you bless bombers?’  Civilian perceptions of military chaplaincy 

sometimes make me smile.  ‘When are you going to get a real job?’ asked a friend a 

few years ago.  By ‘a real job’ he meant work within the ecclesiastical institution.  

Civilians often regard chaplaincy as something their minister does in his or her spare 

time e.g. a weekly visit to a school or hospital.  However, Military Chaplaincy requires 

the priest to be immersed in the community he or she serves.  It is contextual ministry 

and the agenda is set by the context not the institutional church. We wear the same 

uniform as our parishioners, we share the same tensions, dangers and celebrations; 

where they go, we go, whether it be to trouble spots around the world, relief missions 

or peacekeeping duties.  Like everyone else in the Army, Navy and Air Force we 

never stay in one place for very long and the work is infinitely varied and rewarding.  I 

have been a parish priest, college chaplain, higher degree administrator, 

psychotherapist, spiritual director, retreat organiser, industrial chaplain, management 

trainer and helped run a conference centre.  I have worked behind the Iron Curtain 

and in the desert as well as various parts of Britain and northern Europe, nearly 

always in ecumenical teams. The Chaplain is called upon to be priest, pastor and 

prophet, standing alongside military personnel in critical solidarity and pastoral 

availability. We are counsellors to commanders and advocates for the powerless. We 

nourish communities of worshipping Christians with word and sacrament but spend 

much of our time with people who don’t come to church.  Whether we meet people in 

church or in the workplace our task is to help the human spirit develop. We live with 

the tension of being disciples of the Prince of Peace and members of a military 

community.  In time of conflict, to quote Fr Mulcahy from M*A*S*H ‘the chaplain 

brings humanity to an inhumane situation’ – and no, I have never blessed a bomber. 

         William Mounsey 

This article was first published in Inspires, a magazine of the Scottish Episcopal Church, 
when The Revd William Mounsey was Senior Royal Air Force Chaplain Scotland, Adviser in 
Pastoral Care and Counselling to the Chaplain in Chief and Safeguarding Officer for the 
RAF.  
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Revd Canon John Lindsay 
 
We are called ‘Cradle Episcopalians’ – Scottish Anglicans born and bred - in my case 

in Glasgow and then East Kilbride New Town.  At Edinburgh University I took a 

degree in Philosophy before managerial training and a number of administrative 

posts in the National Health Service in and around Glasgow. 

After seven years, my family moved back with me to Edinburgh to study for the 

priesthood at the Episcopal College and the university faculty of divinity.  I served a 

curacy in Broughty Ferry near Dundee and then worked as a Team Priest in a 

socially deprived area of Edinburgh, while undertaking postgraduate studies.  In 

those years in the Diocese I worked in the fields of communication and lay education, 

while in the Province my interests focussed on Doctrine and Justice and Peace. 

1988 saw the family (two daughters) move down the coast to North Berwick, 

taking up the post of Rector in a linked charge not unlike Bonn and Cologne in size.  

Both locally and nationally I engaged in ecumenical issues representing the Scottish 

Episcopal Church, more especially in discussions and workings with Lutheran 

Churches in Europe, and at present internationally.  I retired from full time ministry 

last year and this has been my first venture into chaplaincy work in the Diocese in 

Europe.   

 

My younger daughter is a social worker in Edinburgh while her sister is married to an 

American naval officer currently studying in Monterey, California.  They have two 

sons aged 4 and 2.  Jacqui and I married six years ago and she has two sons in their 

twenties both working in England.  Her daughter lives with her husband in Newcastle 
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and they have a lovely one year old daughter who is our pride and joy.  Jacqui has 

just taken up a new post as Head of Service (children and families) within the Church 

of Scotland’s large social responsibility provision called Crossreach.  Thus, her all too 

short, weekend visit. 

We have both really appreciated the warmth of the welcome here in 

Bonn/Cologne and personally I have enjoyed preaching and celebrating within the 

ongoing life of both congregations.  

 

Interview with Andrea Heinrichsohn 
Geoff:    I’ve heard that you’ve had quite a busy life. Can you tell me a bit about it? 

Andrea: I was born in Melbourne. My father was in a Japanese POW camp. My 

              mother left on the last ship from Hong Kong. When I was five we moved 

              from Australia for England and Scotland. Since my father was almost blind, 

               he returned to Scotland where his father was. In 1950 we left for Hong  

     Kong. I’ve been backwards and forwards between Britain, Australia, Hong 

               Kong, Japan and Germany for most of my life. 

Geoff:     Where did you meet your husband, Teddy? 

Andrea:  I first met him on a boat going to Germany. That was in 1955. He was 

               thrown out of Shanghai, and the ship was going to Germany. My mother 

               and I were going to Southampton. I went to a secretarial college in London. 

               I went to Grenoble, where I learnt French fluently. I studied historical lingui-    

               stics at the University of Grenoble, in France. But my big ambition was to 

               fly. I flew a four-seater plane all over Australia. 

Geoff:      When did you meet Teddy again? 

Andrea:   In Hong Kong. We later went to Japan, where we got married. We lived in 

     Kobe for eight and a half years and had two children. Our son divides his 

    time between Alaska and Bali, and our daughter currently lives in Ulm. 

Geoff:     When did you come to Germany? 

Andrea:   After our time in Kobe. We spent 16 years in Leverkusen. Teddy worked for 

     Bayer. Then we went back to Japan, to Kobe, where we stayed 8½ years. 

               After that we came back to Leverkusen and left again to Tokyo for a further  

    8½ years. As Teddy had worked for Bayer in Japan for 17 years, he 

    decided it was time to retire. We’ve been here now for 19 years. I’ve been in 

    the present church now for 18 years. At first I didn’t know about it, but then I 
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    had a stroke, and I was very impressed by the help I got. Chris and Cordula 

    Matthews were a big support. 

 

 

Geoff:     Why do you come to church? What makes it attractive to you? 

Andrea:   I like the fun people have, the jokey culture, the way people help each 

                other. I’ve been an Anglican since I was a child, and my faith has helped 

                me to cope with the difficulties in my life, the anger, the frustration. The 

                sermons help. I appreciated it a lot when Patrick visited me in hospital. It 

                was difficult, but he was just there, another human being. I’m also a big fan 

                of Richard. 

Geoff:      You were very impressed by Mother Teresa in Calcutta, weren’t you? 

Andrea:   Yes, I went there five times, staying two weeks each time. I thought that if 

     she was a Saint I wanted to go and see her. I saw the way she was 

     unaffected by a man, an Indian priest, who obviously was very self-centred 

     and superficial. I saw the places where she had an impact, surrounded by 

     desperate poverty. It made a big impression on me. 

Geoff:      What do you like about Anglicanism? 

Andrea:   Its variety. Once there was a bishop in church, and when I said I was not 

      sure if I shouldn’t be going to a Catholic church, he answered, I should go 

      and then decide. I guess it has become my church from a child, up to 

      today. 

Geoff:       And what are the strengths and weaknesses of our Chaplaincy? 

Andrea:    It’s welcoming. I like the way people accept me as I am. I liked the service 
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      Simon held in Dresden. I didn’t like the way Simon was treated, and I don’t 

      like it when somebody refuses to share the Peace. 

Geoff:       How could we improve the Chaplaincy? 

Andrea:    We should advertise more often. We should go to Ford and Bayer, for 

                 example, so that they know we’re there. And Simon’s services in the 

                 Antoniterkirche in the centre of Cologne were a good idea. 

Geoff:       Thank you, Andrea. 

        

 

Just A Thought 

 

Doing Lent generously: The 40acts challenge 

 

 
What springs to your mind when you think about Lent? Different people observe Lent 

in different ways, but for many, it’s a time for ‘giving stuff up’: chocolate, caffeine, fast 

food, alcohol, or the internet, perhaps. 

This year I tried something for Lent that I hadn’t done before. I signed up for 40acts – 

a generosity challenge from Christian charity Stewardship. And it was brilliant. 

The idea is simple. You sign up for the challenge at www.40acts.org.uk. Then each 

day during Lent, except Sundays, you receive an email containing a reflection for the 

day and a challenge that will have a positive impact on someone else. That’s 40 gifts: 

a helping hand, a listening ear, a meal, an invitation, time to talk, a donation to a new 

charity, a surprise cake, a word of encouragement, teaching someone a new skill, 

running an errand... the list goes on. It's all about doing Lent generously. 

The 40acts challenges don’t have to cost anything to do. There’s a traffic light system 

with different options for each act, so if you don’t have a lot to spend you can still give 

a lot with your time, energy, skills, resources and prayers. 

Day 12, for instance, was Chocolate Tuesday. The options were: 
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Green: Slip a bar of chocolate into someone’s bag with a note saying ‘#40acts’. Or 

leave a bar or two in your local library, on a park bench or on the train. 

Amber: Chocolate everyone in your department/road/ toddler group – or wherever 

you happen to be going today. 

Red: Clear the confectionery aisles in your local supermarket and get out onto the 

streets, handing out free treats for all. Or you could do what some challengers did 

last year and announce free chocolate on your commute home! 

On my way home from work that day, I dropped some chocolate bars on a bench at 

our local tram stop, each with a label to encourage people to help themselves. Soon 

afterwards, they were all gone. 

 

On some days, there was only one option. Day 39, for example, was all about 

humility: 

Humility is necessary for both forgiving someone and apologising. Don’t let 

your ego stand in the way of reconciliation and freedom today. 

Only one option – Whether it’s apologising to someone or forgiving someone, either 

can be difficult. Humble yourself today and take steps towards doing whatever you 

need to do in order to wipe the slate clean with someone. 

The challenges were enormously varied, and some of them were much harder than 

others. But all of them encouraged me to stop and look around more closely. Who 

might need something today? What can I give? Time, money, a prayer, or just a 

smile? And even though Lent is over now, those questions haven’t stopped coming. 

At Easter we remember Jesus giving His whole life as a sacrifice for each of us. The 

40acts challenge prods and nudges everyone who takes part to think about the 
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sacrifices they can make in their daily lives – the kind of sacrifices that open our 

hearts and minds to a life of true generosity. 

Well over 100,000 people worldwide signed up for 40acts this year. That’s a wave of 

over 4 million acts of generosity! Lots of people team up and do 40acts as a group: 

as a family, a school, a youth group, or a whole congregation. See here for more 

information: www.40acts.org.uk/40acts-resources-for-groups/ 

I’m definitely going to sign up again next year. Will you join in, too? 

Jenny Knudsen 

Make a joyful noise unto the Lord (66.),  
Serve the Lord with gladness66.. 
 
9.. which is the way I feel about hymns.  I´m not an expert.  I just love hymns.  I´ve  

sung them all my life ever since my schooldays in England in the 1930ies 9.. when 

learning something by heart was normal practice and not a punishable offence.  I feel 

that selecting the hymns for our Chaplaincy worship is a privilege, not a chore, and 

one that enables me to serve the Lord with gladness.  And I am more than happy to 

share my love of hymns with you people who actually do the singing of my homework  

(unless it´s the wrong tune!).   Here endeth the Introduction. 

 

When I “do” the hymns I begin by looking at the whole month, not just one Sunday.  

Apart from a bit of common sense I don´t really have much guidance except the list of 

Sunday themes (page xii in the Index of our Common Praise hymn book) which 

breaks up the hymns into years A, B and C and then gives you 5 hymns to  choose 

from for each Sunday.  Sometimes this helps and sometimes it doesn´t because 

quite frequently it lists hymns with unfamiliar words to tunes we don´t know.  And as 

you need 4 different hymns for the Entry, Gradual, Offertory and Final,  5 isn´t a big 

range to choose from. 

 

Having said that I have to admit that more often than not my problem is not which 

hymns to select but which to leave out.  And why is that?  Because I don´t “do” the 

hymns all in one session.  Sometimes I just leaf through the hymn book and 

sometimes ideas come to me while I´m doing the washing-up  of hymns that might be 

suitable for different occasions.  And then I immediately make a note of it and add the 

category E, G, O and F and its placement in the liturgical year.  So when the hymn 

book index is not helpful,  I can fall back on my own little storage box. 
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I have said this before and I will say it again:  I would never intentionally inflict upon 

you a hymn with an unfamiliar tune 9.. for the simple reason that you can´t MAKE A 

JOYFUL NOISE  if you can´t sing the tune.  Of course there are pitfalls because 

sometimes there is a Tune 1 and a Tune 2 and “Praise to the holiest in the height” 

actually has 4 tunes.  This puts me in a no-win situation, so please bear with me. 

 

It´s different with the words.  From time to time I have included hymns with (to us) 

unfamiliar but very meaningful words sung to a well-known tune.  Look out for the 

Offertory Hymn on April 17th.  And Hymn No. 317 might be coming up soon! 

 

For the purpose of this NL item I went through all the 628 hymns in our Common 

Praise hymnal.  Of the 628 there are 268 hymns that we know against 360 that we 

don´t know.  But take that with a pinch of salt. Some hymns didn´t fit easily into one 

or the other category e.g. hymns that we´ve never sung but know the tune and 

hymns of which we know the words but not the tune. 

 

A friend once said to me after an unpleasant problem had resolved itself: “You have 

wasted a good worry”.  And I am inclined to add:  We are wasting a good hymn book. 

There´s a wealth of hymns in our hymnal and we´ve hardly scratched the surface. 

 

And many happy HALLELUIAS to you all, 

Ursula Ostermann 

 

Support for Refugees 
 
According to official figures, the cities of Cologne and Bonn are currently providing 

temporary accommodation for 12,431 and 3,473 asylum-seekers/refugees 

respectively. Many more are living in our two cities with family and friends or have 

found their own accommodation. 

We have been trying to “do our bit” to support these needy people. The most 

urgent need during the height of the crisis last year was for clothing and practical 

items such as kitchen equipment, china and cutlery, bedding, bicycles and toys. 

Members of our congregations have been extremely generous in donating such items 
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and we have been supporting various “collection points” organised by the Red Cross 

and other large charitable organisations. 

Recently, through connections established with the American Protestant 

Church, we have been able to start supporting a project which supplies furniture for 

refugees when they are assigned accommodation by the local authorities. Frau 

Ursula Tubbesing from the Ökumenische Flüchtlingshilfe project explained to me that 

when refugees in Bonn are eventually moved out of sport halls and other temporary 

accommodation and assigned flats of their own they often have nothing more to their 

name than one bag or suitcase containing their personal possessions.  

The cities of Bonn and Cologne provide each member of a family moving into 

a flat with a mattress but no other furniture or equipment. If they are lucky, the flat 

they move into has a built-in kitchen, but many do not even have this luxury. In such 

cases the refugees need anything and everything! We are trying to coordinate our 

assistance for this project so that current needs are communicated to us and 

requests can be made within our congregations for specific items. 

A big thank you to all our generous donors! If you have any suggestions or 

ideas about how we can improve our support for refugees please contact me or 

another Council member. Look out for requests for donations in the weekly sheet and 

don’t hesitate to get in touch if you need help with transport. 

Helen Rensmann 

 

 
Michaelshoven: Two Sites for Refugees in Rodenkirchen 
 
Some of you may be familiar with Michaelshoven. It is a social services facility 

operated by the Diakonie of the German Protestant church in Cologne, 

Rodenkirchen, among other locations. Michaelshoven offers services in many fields: 

day-care for children, care for disabled persons, youth care, a residence for the 

elderly, occupational retraining programmes, just to mention a few. Now there is a 

new task, taking responsibility for two facilities for refugees in the area. Many 

unaccompanied minors are already living at Michaelshoven.  

I contacted the coordinator for volunteers, Mr. Carlos Stemmerich, to offer 

some help. I was requested to participate in a seminar concerning intercultural 

competence. At first, I thought it was a bit exaggerated to require this seminar, but in 
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retrospect I am very glad I attended and reflect again and again about the experience 

of this seminar. 

The seminar was conducted by Mr. Stemmerich and Ms. Nora Jasmin Rojab, 

a doctoral student in intercultural studies at Maastricht University. In addition to 

information about the flow of refugees into Europe, the focus was on the definition of 

culture (a hard nut to crack) and how we describe the attributes of our own culture.  

There was also a role play, which I think really moved all of the participants and 

inspired us to reflect on our own interpretation of culture and contacts with other 

cultures. I won’t give any details, since someone might also like to offer help to 

Michaelshoven and participate in such a seminar.  

In addition, we received information concerning the organisation of the 

volunteer work. Understandably, a certificate of good conduct (erweitertes 

Führungszeugnis) is required and very easily requested at the given Bezirksamt. 

Volunteers have insurance coverage when working under the auspices of 

Michaelshoven. We were asked to give our preferred times and activities, that is what 

would we like to contribute according to our own abilities and preferences.  

To be honest, I was a bit leery of simply being sent in to help and get on by my own 

wits. I am very glad and thankful that I will be able to help, but at the same time have 

the support of a team of professionals should problems arise.  

The two sites for refugee housing in Rodenkirchen are: 

a. Eygelshovenerstraße - next to the Gesamtschule, easily accessible from the tram 

stop Michaelshoven (line 16), a sort of “Containerdorf” for families - to open in May 

b. Ringstraße – the former Volvo office building now being converted into refugee 

housing, not very close to either of the tram stops “Rodenkirchen Bahnhof” or 

“Siegstraße”, but still do-able (opening not clear, at least to me) 

Another organisation that organises volunteer help for refugees in the south of 

Cologne is “Willkommen in Sürth” or “Wisü” which also cooperates with 

Michaelshoven.  

The contact address for Michaelshoven is c.stemmerich@diakonie-

michaelshoven.de or through the telephone switchboard 0221- 9956 1134. 

         Linda Kawohl 
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Namedy 

 
Burg Namedy is a moated castle built in the 14th century, which was converted into a 

full castle complex in 1890. The castle has been in the family, the Princes of 

Hohenzollern, since 1907. Prince Godehard inherited the castle in 1989, restored it 

with the help of public money and established a programme of cultural events which 

even now, fifteen years after his death, Princess Heide von Hohenzollern continues 

this tradition with a wonderful programme of concerts - ranging from jazz and 

classical music to theatre, readings and visual arts events. Namedy's culture partners 

include the Beethovenfest Bonn, the Villa Musica foundation, the Mayen-Koblenz 

regional authority, with its outstanding "summer classics" series, and the City of 

Andernach. 

A further highlight at Burg Namedy is the annually held Art in the Park project. 

10 artists will spend a week at Burg Namedy in 2016 and create a piece of art. This 

artwork will, as in the previous years, remain on the grounds for at least a year so 

that nature can integrate, destroy or change it.  

At the end of the project week the public is invited to visit Burg Namedy and 

view the created artworks as part of the summer festival. This event is opened by a 

peace prayer with representatives of world religions. 

Burg Namedy is about 30 kilometres from Bonn. However, it attracts visitors 

from Bonn and surrounding areas. I felt that the presence of the Anglican Church 

might also attract people to come to our Church services and maybe increase our 

congregation members. I therefore I asked Princess Heide von Hohenzollern (who is 

a good friend of mine) if the Anglican Church could also take part in the peace 

prayer. She was delighted and since 2013 the invitation of world religions has 

included the Anglican Church. In 2015 Father Richard took part and I think the photo 

will show that he had a great time. I sincerely hope that we will make use of this 

event to attract people to join us in our Sunday service either in Bonn or Cologne.                              
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Take a look at the home page www.burg-namedy.com  or better still come to 

Burg Namedy and enjoy an afternoon where you can meet the artists, enjoy the 

wonderful atmosphere of the castle relaxing or taking a walk and also enjoy snacks 

and drinks and coffee and cake in the castle grounds.    

Carol Ann Pereira 

Trouble brewing – the virtues of “Anglican tea” 
 
In the store room at St Paulus one can find a selection of thermos flasks some of 

which are marked “Anglican Tea”, presumably to distinguish them from other flasks 

used for coffee. I have always found the notion of “Anglican Tea” amusing. How does 

it differ from other tea? Does it possess any special properties? Is it somehow holier 

than Tetley’s? Then, recently, I came across the writings of William Cobbett (1763 -

1835). Cobbett was an English pamphleteer, farmer and journalist. In his “Cottage 

Economy” of 1822 he lamented the recent introduction of tea to England, convinced 

that the long English tradition of drinking beer was superior to tea drinking in every 

respect. In his view, tea had no merits whatsoever - in fact, quite the contrary: 

 
“It must be evident to everyone, that the practice of tea drinking, must render 
the frame feeble and unfit to encounter hard labour or severe weather... 
Hence, succeeds a softness, an effeminacy, a seeking for the fireside, a 
lurking in the bed, and in short, all the characteristics of idleness, for which, in 
this case, real want of strength furnishes an apology. The tea drinking fills the 
public-houses, makes the frequenting of it habitual, corrupts boys as soon they 
are able to move from home, and does little less for the girls, to whom the 
gossip of the tea-table is no bad preparatory school for the brothel. At the very 
least, it teaches them idleness. The everlasting dawdling about, with the slops 
of the tea-tackle, gives them a relish for nothing that requires strength and 
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activity. When they go from home, they know how to do nothing that is useful. 
To brew, to bake, to make butter, to milk, to rear poultry; to do any earthly 
thing of use they are wholly unqualified. To shut poor young creatures up in 
manufactories is bad enough: but there, at any rate, they do something that is 
useful; whereas the girl that has been brought up, merely to boil the tea kettle, 
and to assist in the gossip inseparable from the practice, is a mere consumer 
of food, a pest to her employer, and a curse to her husband, if any man be so 
unfortunate as to affix his affections upon her.” 

 
And I was struck by the thought that maybe it is only the divine nature of “Anglican 

Tea” that separates the congregation of St. Boniface from the consequences of this 

depraved tea-drinking habit as described by Cobbett. Could it be that “Anglican Tea” 

has some special qualities after all – qualities that protect us from the iniquities of 

Twinings and the perniciousness of PG Tips?  

Or, to be on the safe side, should we perhaps be giving some serious consideration 

to abandoning tea altogether on Sunday mornings and drinking “Anglican Beer” after 

the service instead99? 

Helen Rensmann 
 

 

Diary April to July 

 

Carmelites, communion and chocolate: Five days in Ghent 

with the AOCICC 
 

 

Left to right: The Revd Lars Simpson, Archbishop Joris Vercammen (guest), Bishop Heinz Lederleitner, Bishop Robert 
Innes (guest), Bishop Dirk Jan Schoon, The Revd Jennifer Adams-Massmann, Jenny Knudsen, Bishop David Hamid, 
The Revd Tony Litwinski, Bishop Pierre Whalon (guest), The Revd Canon Dr John Gibaut, Bishop Michael Burrows 

Ah, Belgium. The land of beer, chocolate, waffles and Tintin. And also my temporary 
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home for five days in early June, when I travelled to Ghent for this year’s meeting of the 

Anglican-Old Catholic International Coordinating Council (AOCICC). The AOCICC is the 

official body which serves the communion between the Churches of the Anglican 

Communion and the Old Catholic Churches of the Union of Utrecht, established by the 

Bonn Agreement in 1931. I joined the Council in 2013, so this was my fourth meeting. 

“It’s like a family reunion,” smiled Co-Chair Bishop Dick Schoon when we gathered for 

dinner on the first evening.  

We met in the Carmelite monastery in Ghent, hosted by the Anglican Communion. As 

always, we had a full programme. Each year our work includes: 

• reflecting on the nature and meaning of our communion; 

• updating each other about developments within each Communion (Anglican and Old 

Catholic); 

• briefing each other about developments in the bilateral and multilateral ecumenical 

relationships in which both Communions are engaged; 

• considering how to develop concrete proposals for the common mission of the 

Anglican and Old Catholic Churches on the European continent. 

A significant feature of this year’s meeting was that we had invited Archbishop Joris 

Vercammen (Union of Utrecht of Old Catholic Churches), Bishop Robert Innes (Church 

of England, Diocese in Europe), and Bishop Pierre Whalon (Convocation of Episcopal 

Churches in Europe) to join us for a day of mutually enriching and informative 

discussions. Together, we began to explore creatively how the two church communions 

could celebrate the centenary of the Bonn Agreement in 2031. Our guests were also 

very supportive of the first AOCICC Young Adults’ Pilgrimage to Echternach, 

Luxembourg, which will take place from 25 to 28 May 2017. The pilgrimage is open to 

Anglicans and Old Catholics between the ages of 18 and 30. Watch this space for 

further details soon. 

As well as working, eating and worshipping together, we also had time to explore 

beautiful Ghent, including an afternoon boat trip in the sunshine and several 

opportunities to sample the local (very good) beer. We received warm hospitality from 

the Anglican chaplaincy through their priest, the Revd Stephen Murray, and the pastoral 

intern, James Roberts. 
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Next year you’ll have the perfect opportunity to meet the council members and find out 

more, because our meeting will be in Bonn/Königswinter from 4-8 July 2017, hosted by 

the Union of Utrecht.  

You can find more information and impressions of our meeting on Bishop David’s blog: 

http://eurobishop.blogspot.de/ 

                                                                                                            Jenny Knudsen 

 
Garden Party Bonn 
 
The Garden Party this year was held on Saturday, 4 June. The auspices were not 

good. Most of the preceding week was wet and sodden, and at times it was windy 

enough to blow down our banners. Luckily, the Queen sort of hijacked the fete by it 

being associated with her 90th birthday. Barbara got coverage of the fete on WDR 3 

Lokalzeit Bonn, which probably helped to publicise it.  

The weather was so unpromising that we wondered whether we would have to 

cancel the event, as rain and thunderstorms were forecast. A few days previously a 

fair number of people had been injured when lightning struck a pop concert held on 

Nürburgring. Luckily we ignored these warnings. We took a leaf out of All Saints’ 

book by setting up our books inside the church and putting Nearly New and Crafts 

under cover. The weather played along. We had a few showers, mixed with 

sunshine. The mood was good. We estimate that more people came this year, and 

this was borne out by the profits, which were up from €1600 in 2015 to €3100 this 

year. A big thank you to everybody from Bonn and Cologne who worked hard in 

setting up and clearing away, in running the stalls, in preparing food and donating 
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items for the stalls. Once more we showed that when we work together we enjoy 

ourselves, give pleasure to people outside the church who visit us, and help to make 

money for the church. You were grand. 

         Geoff Sammon 

 

Concerts at All Saints: 
 
While we had more applications for concerts at All Saints Church this year, we also 

had fewer enquiries for weekend or Friday evening performances. Our first two 

concerts therefore recently took place on a Thursday evening. Unfortunately the 

attendance at both concerts was smaller than usual. It didn't help that on one 

occasion the local newspaper forgot to advertise the concert in the weekly listing 

despite having entered the details in their database. However those who attended 

these concerts enjoyed the performances and we had several first time visitors again. 

The orchestra from Leeds College of Music, Britain's newest and largest 

conservatoire presented a programme of classical music. 

 

King's School from Gloucester, the school where the choristers of Gloucester 

Cathedral are educated, came with their Swing Band, a choir and soloists playing a 

number of instruments or singing. 
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The future: 

There will be one more concert on Sunday 16th October at 5pm (note earlier time!) 

and will feature music by a Jazz Band and a choir. We also expect St. Mary's Choir 

from Bury St. Edmunds who will be singing for us at Choral Evensong on Sunday 23 

October at 6pm. Admission is free, a retiring collection will be taken. Refreshments 

will be served during the interval and in the case of Choral Evensong following the 

service. Planning for 2017 is already under way. In September the conductor of a 

choir from New Zealand will come for his inspection visit. 

Finally: 

The concert planning involves one concert coordinator and a team of helpers at each 

concert day (setting-up the performance space, handing out programmes, serving 

refreshments etc.). While the concert coordinator has been in this post for eleven 

years now, the helpers team is constantly changing and we are currently looking for 

one or two additions to the concert team.  

Barbara Merkes 

 

Goodbye to Kathy 
 
We were very sad to lose Kathy Caldwell, who served as church warden and PCC 

member. She was a mainstay of the Bonn Sunday School and a very active member 

of the congregation. She worked as Chaplaincy Secretary, and was a dab hand at 

baking excellent cakes. In recognition of her services to the church we presented her 

with one of Anna’s beautiful quilts. The proceeds from the collection went to the 

church, and we hope that she and her family, in their new home in Newcastle 
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(England), will look back fondly at their time in Bonn and Cologne. In the next issue 

we hope to publish an interview with her. 

         Geoff Sammon 

 
Upcoming Events 
 
Summer Fête Cologne 
 
Cologne’s Summer Fête is being held on 27 August to catch the last rays of summer 

sun before autumn arrives. Please sort out items which can be sold there, and tell 

Geoff (geoff.sammon@gmx.de)  if you can bring back British produce from the UK so 

that we can coordinate supplies. Ranti is organising the café, Elizabeth the book stall, 

Linda & Bernd the British Food & Home Produce stall. There will also be the 

traditional barbecue (Geoff), a tombola and lucky dip as well as other stalls. We will 

need tombola prizes and Lucky Dip prizes.    

 

Dates for your diary 
 
24 July: Last Sunday with John Lindsay 
 
7 August: First Sunday with David Houghton 
 
27 August: Summer Fete, All Saints, 12.00 to 4 p.m. 
 
28 August: Last Sunday with David Houghton 
 
4 September: First Sunday with Michael Bullock 
 
16 October: Concert with Lingfield Notre Dame (Senior) School, Lingfield, Surrey 
(with Choir and Jazz Band), 5 p.m. (note: earlier time than usual), All Saints 
 
23 October: Choral Evensong at All Saints, 6 p.m. 
 
30 October: Last Sunday with Michael Bullock 
 
19 November: Bazaar, Bonn, Pfarrheim St. Josef, 12.00 to 4 p.m. 
 
18 December: Carol Service, All Saints, Cologne 6 p.m. 
 
19 December: Carol Service, St. Paulus, Bonn-Beuel, 7.30 p.m. 
 
 


